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Recipe for a successful promotion: STEP 1: Never accept a job working for your ex-boyfriend’s more successful twin
brother. STEP 2: Never promise your dad you’ll stay away from your infuriatingly sexy new boss. STEP 3: Never let
someone catch you licking chocolate sauce off your new boss’s utensil. STEP 4: Never risk your career—for the second
time—by falling in love with your boss. *** Each book in the Beastly Bosses series can be read as a stand-alone, but
you’ll love reading them as a series.
From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes an emotional romance about all-consuming love and family
secrets. Jack and I had everything. Then in one brutal instant, the universe tilted on its side, discarding us into black
nothingness. Now Jack is obsessed with revenge, and I’m desperate to leave the night of our anniversary behind me.
When we’re not fighting, the only way we communicate is in the bedroom. With nothing left to lose, I write a goodbye
letter and head for my mother’s empty house, three hours away from Jack, where I quickly meet a neighbor who helps
me find a job. My new neighbor—handsome ex-soldier Isaac Evans—is complicated. Nevertheless, we form a fast
friendship, bonding over a mutual desire to create something beautiful from the wreckage of our lives. But despite the
distance between us, Jack and I are still trying to make things work—fighting and playing dirtier than ever. And he doesn’t
appreciate my new friendship with Isaac. Not one damn bit.
Sometimes, putting yourself first is truly a sacrifice. Claire Nixon and Adam Parker each have a painful past too heavy to
carry alone. Claire once tried to push Adam away but his relentless pursuit of her heart made her walls come crumbling
down, and now they know they're much stronger together than apart. But now Claire's attending college a hundred miles
away from Adam, and the distance is forcing a crack. To add to the strain, Adam is sent to Hawaii on business, and
doubts start creeping into both their hearts. Claire's also dealing with her ex, rock star Chris Knight, being back in her life.
Chris wants Claire more than anything, and he knows just how to get her: only he has the power to mend the final
missing piece of Claire's broken heart. How can Claire ever choose between taking a chance on new love, or a second
chance at having a family and a home? Have you read Relentless, the first book in the Shattered Heart series? You can
also read Bring Me Home now, and discover the ending to Claire, Adam and Chris's story... New Adult Contemporary
Romance: Due to strong language, drug reference, and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the
age of 18.
This gritty spin-off of the New York Times bestselling Shattered Hearts Series follows mysterious and sexy Tristan as he
attempts to abandon his demons in the name of love. A steady stream of meaningless sex is all Tristan has left when he
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discovers the grandmother who raised him is dying and his best friend is getting married. He is lost; and the dark secrets
in his past keep coming back to remind him of this. Until Tristan has an idea that will change his life and fulfill his dying
grandmother’s wishes: Abandon his playboy ways and settle down. And who better to do it with than Senia, the girl who
has occupied his thoughts since their scorching hot tryst in the back of his sports car. The girl who makes him laugh and
feel like a kid again. But when his world begins to crumble around him, the pain Tristan is hiding finds its way to the
surface. Will Tristan finally learn to trust again? Or will he abandon Senia when she needs him the most?
Some secrets are too savage to be spoken... When I walked into the bar across from the hospital, all I wanted was a
drink to help me forget the worst day of my life. What I got was sexy, mysterious Jake Maxwell and the most amazing
one-night stand of my life. Months later, we get a second chance when he seeks me out with an unconventional offer:
He’d like to take me and my dog for a walk. My lazy dog could use the exercise, and I could use something to distract
me from the pain of my sister’s death. Jake’s bad puns, gorgeous smile, and protective nature turn out to be the perfect
medicine for my injured soul. But just like the day we met, that one date turns into so much more. And as Jake and I grow
closer, it becomes difficult to separate his pain from my own. All I want is to share the burden of his secret. But some
secrets are too savage to be spoken. Savage Love is a steamy, angsty stand-alone new adult romance about secrets
and second chances from New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo.
Five pages... A letter holding a secret buried for more than five years... A secret neither of them wanted to know. Will the
truth tear them apart… again? I’ve loved my best friend's brother, Houston Cavanaugh, since I was eleven years old. But
my friendship with Hallie Cavanaugh meant too much to me to risk taking a chance with Houston. Until one snowy
afternoon, Houston and I find ourselves thrust together by the grief of Hallie’s death. Our passionate and toxic
relationship will test the boundaries of our loyalty to each other and to Hallie’s memory, ultimately, leaving us in ruins.
Five years later, Houston and I are forced to work together opening up a new wine bar, and, to my horror, Houston
doesn’t recognize me. I haven’t changed much, but he certainly has. He’s still as sexy as he was five years ago when
he broke my heart, but time, grief, and a loveless marriage have broken him. The moment Houston recognizes me, all
our memories and long-buried passion come rushing to the surface. Can we rewrite our story with a happy ending this
time? Or will his secrets be our unraveling again?
From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes a new stand-alone novel, Amber Sky, the haunting,
atmospheric love story of Walker Ainsley and Cassidy O'Connor. A devastating car crash leaves Cassidy O'Connor
stranded in rural Pennsylvania. Her only company is Walker Ainsley, the ruggedly handsome man who saved her from
the wreckage and took her into his home. But when her ride back to town arrives after the crash, Cassidy can't bring
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herself to leave Walker behind. She is determined to convince him to go back to town with her, until she begins to wonder
if she actually survived the crash that brought them together.
Lorn Adar has searched more than a lifetime to find his bondmate--the one woman he was born to love and the only
woman who can save him from the approaching madness that threatens all unbonded males of his race. When a
wormhole opens from his galaxy to Earth and the women who could hold their future, Lorn will do all in his power to not
only find his mate, but show her a Universe she never knew existed. Casey Westfall's normal life changed forever when
she finds the sexy leather clad man on her doorstep. One innocent kiss leads to an adventure that will span worlds and
Casey will have to choose between the man who is the other half of her soul and never seeing her family or her world
again. To complicate matters Kadothians live in polyamerous family units and Lorn will have to convince his Earth bride
to accept not only his love, but the love of his best friend and brothers in arms or risk the chance of losing them to either
the madness or the Hive--the race of sociopathic women bent on destroying and enslaving everything in their path, but
Casey can't see loving more than one man as being anything other than a sin. Lorn will have to teach his bride that she
was created for both of them just as they were created only for her. In a Universe where all is possible, the battle to
protect not only his people, but his heart rests on the soul of a human woman who must face the unknown and take a
leap of faith that could save or destroy them all. Warning: This book features a galaxy where love in any and all forms is
embraced including M/M, M/M/F, M/F, M/F+M/M/M, etc in scenes hot enough to melt your vibrator.
"Reality does not comply with our narrations of it. And that is most certainly the case with the narrations produced in
academia. An anthropologist in Bahia, Brazil, fears to become possessed by the spirits he had come to study; falls madly
in love withan 'informant'; finds himself baffled by the sayings of a clairvoyant; and has to come to grips with the murder
of one of his best friends. Unsettling events that do not belong to the orderly world of scientific research, yet leave their
imprint on the way the anthropologist comes to understand the world. REflecting on his long research experience with the
spirit possession cult Candomblâe, the author shows, in a probing manner, how definitions of reality always require the
exclusion of certain perceptions, experiences and insights. And yet, this 'rest-of-what-is' turns out to be an inexhaustible
source of amazement, seduction and renewal." --P [4] of cover.
The Shattered Hearts series is a steamy and angsty New York Times bestselling rock star romance spanning an epic 25
years and 1,589 pages. After eight years of being tossed from one foster home to another, Claire arrives at the home of
Jackie Knight and her son, bad boy guitarist Chris Knight. Chris becomes Claire's first friend and first love. But Chris's
dreams of musical stardom soon tear them apart, until fate brings them back together in an explosive reunion. Secrets
are revealed that leave them shattered. Will their secrets ruin their second chance at a happily-ever-after? This set
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includes: - Forever Ours- Relentless- Pieces of You- Bring Me Home- Chasing Abby
Reproduction of the original: The Confessions of a Beachcomber by E.J. Banfield
A new heartfelt and suspenseful stand-alone novel from New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo.How much is
love worth?Twenty-two-year-old Kristin and her single mom have always struggled to make ends meet. When her
mother’s body begins to deteriorate after many backbreaking years of working as a housekeeper, Kristin must say
farewell to her college dreams and hello to a full-time job waitressing. She doesn’t really mind. After all, giving up on her
dreams will be her penance for that one horrible night. Her luck begins to turn when she meets Daniel Meyers. Daniel is
sexy and funny, but most importantly, he wants to get to know the real Kristin. It doesn’t hurt that he’s also extremely
wealthy and intent on protecting her. Kristin feels safe with him. She wants to open up to him, to share the details of the
awful night that changed her life. But she can’t shake the feeling that Daniel may be keeping a dark secret of his own…
As the Baltimore Ravens made their improbable march to victory in Super Bowl XLVII, they turned to their senior advisor
of player development, O.J. Brigance, for inspiration each and every Sunday. Following a stellar twelve-year career as a
linebacker, including a Super Bowl win with Baltimore in 2000, O.J.Juice Brigance joined the Ravens front office. But in
2007, O.J. was diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis also known as Lou Gehrig's disease and told he had only
three to five years to live. As a player, he'd battled hundreds of injuries and setbacks. None of them prepared him to face
ALS. With faith and determination in his heart and his wife, Chanda, praying by his side, O.J. fought back against the
debilitating disease, even as ALS robbed him of the ability to walk and speak. He kept working, smiling, and touching his
players lives all the way through their remarkable Super Bowl run more than five years after his diagnosis. Now, O.J.
shares his incredible story, offering lessons in resilience and reflecting on the championship team that inspired him in
turn. Along with his own journey, O.J. recounts the struggles and successes of Ravens players, including Ray Lewis, Joe
Flacco, and Torrey Smith, as well as the strength of head coach John Harbaugh. Having watched their season from the
best seat in the house, O.J. highlights their perseverance, confidence, and leadership, and the best that sports can bring
out in people. Full of profound revelations and never-before-told anecdotes, Strength of a Champion is a celebration of
the human spirit from a man who left everything on the field. O.J. Brigance never asked to be a hero. That's what makes
his story so courageous.
Adam has had his heart ripped out before. But there's nothing he and Lindsay haven't been able to overcome. Nothing
that could tear them apart... until now. After nine years of being back on the competition circuit, Adam is at the top of his
game in the surf world. But troubles at home have forced him to consider retiring earlier than expected. With the
possibility of a final competition in his future, the pressure is on Adam to perform; to leave on a high note. Long hours
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practicing at the beach and weeks away from his family at exotic locations only causes more turmoil between him and
Lindsay. Until finally, the stress reaches a boiling point and someone gets burned. Ripped is a stand-alone spin-off of the
New York Times bestselling Shattered Hearts Series.
From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes a deliciously steamy and suspenseful series about finding
love in the enemy and finding light in the darkness. I was born into this world unwanted. I spent the first five years of my
life unloved. I’ve spent the subsequent fourteen years of my life with the parents who’ve tried to undo the damage of
those first five years. But you can’t un-write a sad story if the ending is literally written all over your face. So I moved out
and now I hide. I have a night job that pays the bills. Every night, I put on my mask and walk to work. Then one night, I
hear and see something that will change my purpose in life... forever: a murder that will bring him to me. He says he
wants to protect me. And, through a series of events I can’t fully make sense of, I find myself believing him. But our
nightly visits are always cloaked in darkness. I don’t know his face and he will never know mine. I was born into this
world unwanted. I will leave this world unmasked.
Sometimes, letting someone go is the ultimate act of love.Claire has a past full of secrets and heartbreak. Rescued from
the edge years ago by Chris, her first love, she put her fears aside and forced him to leave town to pursue his music
dreams. They had no idea it would be the biggest mistake of their lives. After a year apart and thousands of miles
between them, sexy Adam Parker burst into Claire?s life with his awful jokes and profound patience and gradually fixed
her shattered heart. Things haven?t been easy, but they might just have a future together. But now Chris has returned
and he is willing and determined to make Claire?s dreams come true - the same way she did when she let him go. With
Adam?s former girlfriend in the picture, Claire finds herself torn. Both men own a piece of her heart, and one of them will
get hurt no matter what she decides... New Adult Contemporary Romance- Due to strong language, drug reference, and
sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
The heart-stopping conclusion to the New York Times and USA Today best selling Shattered Hearts series. Five years, six months, eight
days…. It’s been eighteen years since Abigail was born with a hole in her heart. Five years since she collapsed on the soccer field. Five
years, six months, eight days since she found out she was adopted. Abby has spent five years wondering about the family she never knew
and waiting for her eighteenth birthday. When Abby shows up on the doorstep of Chris and Claire Knight, her birth parents are overjoyed to
see the little girl they lost eighteen years ago. One summer is all they have to make up for the years they lost. But when opposing ideals
collide, a summer of love soon turns into a summer of heartache.
Ambitious Suzy has her life planned out, but everything changes when she meets tattooed bad boy City. Could their one-night stand ever turn
into the real thing?
Relentless (Shattered Hearts 1)Random House
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From New York Times & USA Today Bestseller, Vi Keeland, comes a steamy new romance novel. The rules: No dating. No sex outside of
the game. No disclosing the terms of the contract. Rules were made to be broken, right? Eight weeks ago I signed a contract. One that
seemed like a good idea at the time. A handsome bachelor, luxury accommodations, and a chance to win a prize my family desperately
needed. There were some rules though. Lots of them actually. Follow the script, no dating, sex, or disclosing the terms of the deal. After my
self-imposed moratorium on men the last year, it wouldn’t be hard to live up to my end of the bargain...so I thought. Until I realized the deal
I’d made was with the devil...and I was in love with his dirty-talking brother. Author's note – Throb is a full-length standalone novel. Due to
strong language and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
The stunning conclusion to the Unmasked series from New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo. ? My entire life has been unmasked.
Everything I thought to be true has been called into question. Whom do I trust? What do I believe? With two men promising to keep me safe
and one promising to give me my life back, which path do I choose? Masked or unmasked?
Are you ready to head to New Orleans? Fall in love with the sexy series readers call "deliciously addictive" and "binge-worthy" from New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author Meghan March. I’ve always known she was too good for me, but that never
stopped me from wanting her. And then I finally had her for one night. A night I don’t remember. I figured I’d blown my shot. But now she’s
walked back into my life, and this time, I have the upper hand. I want my second chance. Will she be able to see the man beneath this ink?
Beneath This Ink is the second book in the Beneath series, but each of these hot contemporary romances can be enjoyed as a stand alone.
Then again, why would you want to miss out on all the alpha heroes and the women who bring them to their knees? After all, there's
something for everyone in New Orleans... The entire Beneath series is now live and each book in the Beneath series can be read as a
standalone. Beneath This Mask, Beneath #1 (Now FREE) Beneath This Ink, Beneath #2 Beneath These Chains, Beneath #3 Beneath These
Scars, Beneath #4 Beneath These Lies, Beneath #5 Beneath These Shadows, Beneath #6 Beneath The Truth, Beneath #7 ''YES. This had
the WOW-ING, EXTRAMILE, MIND-BEING-BLOWN, and the whole SHA-BANG. I can honestly say it had me captivated with every page.'' Sleepless, Readmore ''I loved this book and it was an amazing installment in this series. This book was sweet, sexy angsty, full of twists and
turns, suspenseful, and had one tatted bad boy who will make you swoon... HARD!'' --Brianna @ Renee Entress's Blog ''Absolutely LOVED it!
Con and Vanessa sizzle!'' --Kendall Ryan, NYT and USA Today bestselling author Topics: Alpha romance, tattooed alpha, tattooed alpha
male, tattoo shop, tattoo shop owner, tattooed hero, New Orleans, New Orleans romance, romance in New Orleans, French Quarter, rich
heroine, strong heroine, second chance romance, second chance, contemporary romance, new adult, romance, military, Navy, billionaire,
conspiracy, conspiracy romance, suspense, romantic suspense.
Sometimes, letting someone into your heart is the bravest risk to take. Claire Nixon is a twenty-year-old college dropout with a secret she’ll
never tell. Then she meets sexy Adam Parker. Claire knows the flirting is harmless, but guys like Adam mean trouble. Then a seemingly
innocent comment spurs a bet between them: if Adam can get Claire to reveal the secret that made her leave her college and her life behind,
she has to re-enroll. Claire’s sure she can win. She's perfected the art of forgetting her past. But she isn't prepared for Adam's relentless
pursuit, and she's definitely not prepared when her first love, rock-star Chris Knight – and her heartbreaking secret – comes banging down
her door... You can also read books two and three in the Shattered Heart series – Pieces of You and Bring Me Home. New Adult
Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language, drug reference, and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of
18.
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"The Book of Ayub, known in the west as Job" by Anonymous (translated by Ralph Sadler). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone
in a high-quality digital format.

From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes a heartrending tale of all-consuming love, deadly family
secrets, and overcoming unbearable loss.In love and revenge, shoot for the heart.Their marriage was a fairy tale.Their
anniversary was a nightmare.Now they're fighting to hold on.But their attractive new neighbor is going to complicate
things.Jack and Laurel had everything. Then, in one brutal instant, the universe tilted on its side, discarding them into
black nothingness.Now, Jack is obsessed with revenge and Laurel is desperate to leave the past behind her. The only
way they communicate anymore is in the bedroom. With nothing left to lose, she pens a goodbye letter and heads for
Portland, where she quickly meets a neighbor who helps her find a job.Her new neighbor-handsome ex-soldier Isaac
Evans-is complicated. Nevertheless, they form a fast friendship, bonding over their mutual desire to create something
beautiful from the wreckage of their lives.But despite the distance between them, Jack and Laurel are still trying to make
things work-fighting and playing dirtier than ever. And he doesn't appreciate Laurel's new friendship with Isaac. Not one
damn bit.
How to play the game: RULE #1: Never apply for a promotion while drunk. RULE #2: Never spill your margarita on your
laptop and accidentally hit send on an email telling your boss to shove his promotion up his… RULE #3: Never attempt to
salvage your career by pretending to be your boss’s wife. RULE #4: Never, ever fall in love with your boss. *** Each
book in the Beastly Bosses series can be read as a stand-alone, but you’ll love reading them as a series.
My brother’s best friend. The bad boy next door. My sworn enemy… Now he’s back to claim what’s his. For most of my
life, Ben Hayes was the gorgeous bad boy musician next door. My brother’s heart throb best friend. Then, he was my
boyfriend for six of the happiest years of my life. Until he dumped me on social media in front of millions of people,
officially cementing his role as my worst enemy. Three years later, Ben returns to our small beach town with an ego the
size of California, a drinking problem, a movie deal that’s about to fall through, and a secret that only he and his dying
father know. I’m not the same pathetic girl I was when he broke my heart. I’m stronger now. I won’t let him break me
again. But it’s hard to resist those ocean-blue eyes, that sculpted, tattooed body, that smooth voice, that enormous…
Well, you get the picture. Every time he makes me laugh or swoon, my defenses fracture. The walls around my heart are
crumbling fast. And Ben’s wrecking ball of a secret is about to deliver the final blow. From the New York Times
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bestselling author of the Shattered Hearts Series comes a sweet and sexy stand-alone rock star romance.
From best friend to first love… Then, his rock stardom tore them apart. Now he’s back, and her explosive secret threatens
their second chance. The day I meet Chris is like any other day. I’ve been kicked out of yet another foster home. The
moment I see the piercing in his lip and the tattoos on his smooth skin, I know I won’t last long here. I’ve never been so
happy to be so wrong. With a patience I’ve never known in my short, tumultuous life, Chris and his mother show me it’s
possible to trust again. And when no one’s looking, Chris shows me it’s possible to feel loved. Unfortunately, he’s my
foster brother. I can be kicked out of the only home I’ve ever known if anyone finds out about us. But once I set off to
college, Chris and I can finally come out. And suddenly, hiding our love is the least of our worries when Chris is offered a
record deal. Chris is adamant he’ll never leave me. I know he won’t take the deal unless I force him to. I have to do the
unthinkable. I have to do it for him. This boxed set includes all SEVEN novels from the New York Times bestselling
series. The Shattered Hearts series is a steamy and tender second-chance romance. This set includes: - Forever Ours
(197 pages) - Relentless (262 pages) - Pieces of You (372 pages) - Bring Me Home (389 pages) - Chasing Abby (372
pages) - Abandon (258 pages) - Ripped (232 pages)
She left the mob family behind when she went into law enforcement. Then she was kidnapped by a sinfully sexy stranger.
He wants her to do his bidding at the police station…and in the bedroom. He claims he’s helping her mobster father…but
she soon finds out he has darker motives. "Cunning and ruthless... Knox is the definition of alpha male." Rebecca hasn't
seen or heard from her mob boss father in four years, but she's about to receive a message from him that will throw her
life into chaos. She thought she left the crime family, and the painful memories, behind when she went into law
enforcement. She never expected to be abducted by a smoking hot stranger. But when this stranger makes Rebecca an
offer too tempting to refuse, she finds herself dragged into one of the most ruthless vendettas of the century. Knox
Savage is well known as the infuriatingly sexy CEO of Knox Security and a notorious bad boy. What most don't know
about Knox is that he loves helping high-profile criminals escape justice. He makes no judgments about guilt or
innocence. And he doesn't do it for sentimental reasons. But he's about to take on a case that's going to get very
personal.
Book One in the Carrier Spirits new adult paranormal romance series from New York Times bestselling author Cassia
Leo.After more than three centuries as a carrier spirit, Mara has finally found a willing host in eighteen-year-old Belinda.
As a reward for Belinda's compliance, Mara sets out to help brokenhearted Belinda find love.With the promise of a new
body, Mara dares to hope her plan may work--until Mara and Belinda both fall for sweet and charming Conor. But Mara's
feelings for Conor aren't her only obstacle.A spirit with whom Mara shares a dark past is possessing Conor. Now a war is
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waging inside and outside Belinda's body and she quickly discovers what Mara has known for centuries:Falling in love is
just as dangerous as battling evil spirits.
From best friend to first love… Then, his rock stardom tore them apart. Now he’s back, and her explosive secret threatens
their second chance. The day I meet Chris is like any other day. I’ve been kicked out of yet another foster home. The
moment I see the piercing in his lip and the tattoos on his smooth skin, I know I won’t last long here. I’ve never been so
happy to be so wrong. With a patience I’ve never known in my short, tumultuous life, Chris and his mother show me it’s
possible to trust again. And when no one’s looking, Chris shows me it’s possible to feel loved. Unfortunately, he’s my
foster brother. I can be kicked out of the only home I’ve ever known if anyone finds out about us. But these are the least
of my worries when Chris is offered a record deal. I know he won’t take it unless I force him to. I have to do the
unthinkable. I have to do it for him.
Commerce meets conquest in this swashbuckling story of the six merchant-adventurers who built the modern world, as
told by “Canada’s Simon Winchester” (Globe and Mail). Through the Age of Heroic Commerce, from the 17th to the
19th centuries, a rogue’s gallery of larger-than-life merchant kings ruled vast tracts of the globe and expanded their farflung monopolies to generate revenue for their shareholders, feather their own nests and satisfy their vanity and curiosity.
Their exploits changed the world during an age of unfettered globalization, mirroring a world we know today. Merchant
Kings looks at each ruling monopoly through its greatest merchant king and considers their stories together for the first
time: Jan Pieterszoon Coen of the Dutch East India Company Pieter Stuyvesant of the Dutch West India Company
Robert Clive of the English East India Company Alexandr Baranov of the Russian-American Company George Simpson
of the Hudson’s Bay Company Cecil John Rhodes of the British South Africa Company
From best friend to first love… Then, his rock stardom tore them apart. Now he’s back, and her explosive secret threatens their
second chance. The day I meet Chris is like any other day. I’ve been kicked out of yet another foster home. The moment I see the
piercing in his lip and the tattoos on his smooth skin, I know I won’t last long here. I’ve never been so happy to be so wrong. With
a patience I’ve never known in my short, tumultuous life, Chris and his mother show me it’s possible to trust again. And when no
one’s looking, Chris shows me it’s possible to feel loved. Unfortunately, he’s my foster brother. I can be kicked out of the only
home I’ve ever known if anyone finds out about us. But once I set off to college, Chris and I can finally come out. And suddenly,
hiding our love is the least of our worries when Chris is offered a record deal. Chris is adamant he’ll never leave me. I know he
won’t take the deal unless I force him to. I have to do the unthinkable. I have to do it for him. This boxed set includes three novels
from the New York Times bestselling series. The Shattered Hearts series is a steamy and tender rock star romance. ?- Forever
Ours (197 pages) - Relentless (262 pages) - Pieces of You (372 pages)
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Sometimes, letting someone into your heart is the bravest risk to take. Claire Nixon is a twenty-year-old college dropout with a
secret she'll never tell. Then she meets sexy Adam Parker. Claire knows the flirting is harmless, but guys like Adam mean trouble.
Then a seemingly innocent comment spurs a bet between them: if Adam can get Claire to reveal the secret that made her leave
her college and her life behind, she has to re-enroll. Claire's sure she can win. She's perfected the art of forgetting her past. But
she isn't prepared for Adam's relentless pursuit, and she's definitely not prepared when her first love, rock-star Chris Knight - and
her heartbreaking secret - comes banging down her doora You can also read books two and three in the Shattered Heart series Pieces of You and Bring Me Home. New Adult Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language, drug reference, and sexual
content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
There are many rules a priest can't break. A priest cannot marry. A priest cannot abandon his flock. A priest cannot forsake his
God. I've always been good at following rules. Until she came. Then I learned new rules. My name is Tyler Anselm Bell. I'm twentynine years old. Six months ago, I broke my vow of celibacy on the altar of my own church, and God help me, I would do it again. I
am a priest and this is my confession.
"Touching, smart, and utterly heartbreaking... Cassia Leo has captured the delicate beauty that is falling in love."-Prisoners of
PrintFrom New York Times best selling author Cassia Leo, comes a tumultuous and scorching love/hate story. Five pages... A
letter holding a secret buried for more than five years... A secret neither of them wanted to know. Will the truth tear them apart...
again?Aurora "Rory" Charles has loved her best friend Hallie's brother, Houston Cavanaugh, since she was eleven years old. But
her friendship with Hallie meant too much to her to risk taking a chance with Houston. Until one snowy afternoon, Houston and
Rory find themselves thrust together by the grief of Hallie's death, catapulting them into a passionate and toxic relationship that will
test the boundaries of loyalty to each other and to Hallie's memory and, ultimately, leaving them in ruins.Five years later, Houston
and Rory run into each other and, to Rory's horror, Houston doesn't recognize her. She hasn't changed much, but he certainly has.
He's still as handsome as he was five years ago when he broke her heart, but time, grief, and a loveless marriage have dulled him.
The moment he recognizes Rory, all his memories and long-buried passion and secrets come rushing to the surface. And Houston
finds himself once again choosing between the secret of Hallie's letter and the only girl he's ever loved.
Five pages... A letter holding a secret buried for more than five years... A secret neither of them wanted to know. Will the truth tear
them apart… again? This boxed set collection contains The Story of Us complete bestselling series, including a bonus novella To
Portland, With Love! I’ve loved my best friend's brother, Houston Cavanaugh, since I was eleven years old. But my friendship with
Hallie Cavanaugh meant too much to me to risk taking a chance with Houston. Until one snowy afternoon, Houston and I find
ourselves thrust together by the grief of Hallie’s death. Our passionate and toxic relationship will test the boundaries of our loyalty
to each other and to Hallie’s memory, ultimately, leaving us in ruins. Five years later, Houston and I are forced to work together
opening up a new wine bar, and, to my horror, Houston doesn’t recognize me. I haven’t changed much, but he certainly has.
He’s still as sexy as he was five years ago when he broke my heart, but time, grief, and a loveless marriage have broken him. The
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moment Houston recognizes me, all our memories and long-buried passion come rushing to the surface. Can we rewrite our story
with a happy ending this time? Or will his secrets be our unraveling again?
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